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[1] The dynamic spatial relationship between the outer
radiation belt electrons and the plasmapause during the twomonth period 30 March – 30 May 2001 is determined using
SAMPEX daily averaged fluxes of 2 – 6 MeV electrons and
IMAGE EUV 10-min global images of the plasmasphere. In
two events, severe erosion moved the plasmapause inside
L = 2 and 2 –3 days later the outer belt was located in the
normal slot region. We determine on what time scale the
outer belt location responds to changes in plasmapause
location and find the inner extent of the outer belt matched
(to within DL  0.1) with a 3.5-day running average of
the plasmapause location, implying a 3.5-day loss time
scale from pitch-angle scattering by plasmaspheric hiss
and EMIC waves. Citation: Goldstein, J., S. Kanekal, D. N.
Baker, and B. R. Sandel (2005), Dynamic relationship between
the outer radiation belt and the plasmapause during March –
May 2001, Geophys. Res. Lett., 32, L15104, doi:10.1029/
2005GL023431.

1. Introduction
[2] The radiation belts are regions of magnetically
trapped high-energy ions and relativistic electrons surrounding the Earth in space [Van Allen and Frank, 1959].
Electrons are found in two distinct zones: an inner belt
nominally centered at L = 1.5 and an outer belt spanning
L  3 – 8. The inner belt is quite stable, being composed of
electrons with particle lifetimes of months to years, with
fluxes varying only during the most intense geomagnetic
disturbances. In contrast, the state of the outer belt is highly
variable, depending on a dynamic imbalance between
source (energization) and loss processes [Baker et al.,
1994]. Proposed energization mechanisms include shocks
(during large magnetic storms), adiabatic heating of sunward-transported plasma sheet particles, and heating via
wave-particle resonance with chorus and ultra-low frequency
(ULF) waves (see review by Friedel et al. [2002], and
references therein). Losses occur on both rapid and slow
time scales. Outer belt electron fluxes typically drop in phase
with the onset of geomagnetic storms, most likely owing to
pitch-angle scattering by electromagnetic ion cyclotron
(EMIC) waves or whistler chorus [Summers and Thorne,
2003; Lorentzen et al., 2000, 2001].
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[3] Between the inner and outer belts (L  2 – 3) is a slot
region normally devoid of energetic electrons. This slot
region is usually attributed to pitch-angle scattering of
electrons inside the plasmasphere [see Baker et al., 2004,
and references therein]. The plasmasphere is a cold (1 eV)
dense (10 –10,000 cm3) torus of plasma that surrounds the
Earth, enveloping the inner belt and slot region. The outer
boundary of the plasmasphere, the plasmapause, generally
moves rapidly inward during geomagnetic disturbances (a
process known as plasmaspheric erosion), and gradually
outward during recovery periods as ionospheric plasma
slowly leaks out along magnetic field lines. Observations
throughout the plasmasphere typically reveal the presence
of a broad-band whistler mode emission known as plasmaspheric hiss [Thorne et al., 1973; Meredith et al., 2004]. It is
believed that pitch-angle scattering by hiss is the primary
cause of the slot [Lyons et al., 1972]. Thus, the outer extent
of the plasmasphere should be of fundamental importance in
predicting the inner extent of the outer belt electrons.
Previous comparative studies have included the plasmapause location as a statistical or modeled quantity [e.g.,
O’Brien et al., 2003]. Using observations alone, Baker et al.
[2004] showed a close relationship between the plasmapause location and the inner extent of the outer belt during
the dramatic storms of October – November 2003. To
examine the generality of this result, we perform similar
analysis for a longer time period, using observations
during geomagnetic disturbances of March – May 2001.

2. Electron Radiation Belts: SAMPEX
[4] The Solar, Anomalous, and Magnetospheric Particle
Explorer (SAMPEX) [Baker et al., 1994] measures energetic electrons from a low altitude (520– 675 km) 82-degree
inclined orbit. Figure 1a shows daily-averaged SAMPEX
fluxes of energetic (2 –6 MeV) electrons, plotted vs. L and
day of year 2001. Data are shown from day 80 (21 March)
to 160 (9 June). In this interval there were four main bursts
of enhanced electron flux in the outer belt (‘1’ through ‘4’ in
Figure 1a). Each burst was preceded by a 1-to-2-order of
magnitude flux dropout.
[5] Figure 1b contains a plot of the hourly Dst geomagnetic activity index, a rough indicator of the equatorial
magnetic perturbation associated with the stormtime (disturbance) ring current. Four main disturbances (‘1’ through
‘4’) line up with the four pre-burst electron flux dropouts.
There are also four secondary magnetic disturbances
(dotted lines in Figure 1b) which appear to be correlated
with flux modulations within each of the 4 main flux
enhancements. For example, the dotted line at day 98,
1200 UT lines up with a flux decrease. As mentioned in
the introduction, these storm-time flux dropouts are typi-
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Figure 1. (a) SAMPEX high-energy (2 – 6 MeV) electrons,
vs. L and day of year 2001. Color gives flux value
according to colorbar, right of plot. Four main bursts of
enhanced outer belt flux are labeled (‘1’ through ‘4’). (b)
Dst index, showing 4 main disturbances (‘1’ – ‘4’, gray solid
lines) and 4 secondary disturbances (dotted lines).
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[9] Figure 2 shows IMAGE EUV plasmapause data for
the events labeled ‘1’ and ‘2’ in Figure 1b. For each event,
there is a summary plot and 3 selected snapshots of the twodimensional (2D) equatorial plasmapause shapes. The six
(total) snapshots are plotted in Figures 2b, 2c, 2d, 2f, 2g,
and 2h. The day of year 2001 and UT are given to the left of
each snapshot. From each of the 1608 such 2D plasmapause
snapshots, the minimum and mean (simple average) plasmapause L value was extracted. Figures 2a (‘Event 1’) and
2e (‘Event 2’) each give a summary of the event in the form
of a plot of the minimum and mean plasmapause L (red and
blue dots, respectively) vs. day of year (‘DOY’). In each
summary plot, the gray line (‘1’ or ‘2’) shows the time of
peak Dst disturbance from Figure 1b, and the 3 green
lettered lines indicate the times of the 3 selected 2D
snapshots.
[10] These two events follow the same pattern. Each
event began after a period of moderate-to-quiet geomagnetic
conditions during which plasmaspheric filling produced a
nightside plasmapause (1) located between L = 3 and L = 5,
and (2) characterized by an indistinct (shallow) outer
density gradient, as indicated by the L-scatter (vs. MLT)
in the extracted points of Figures 2b and 2f. Several hours
after the peak disturbance time for each event (gray line) the

cal. The rapid energization responsible for the bursts of
enhanced flux that followed the dropouts is a topic of
ongoing interest [Friedel et al., 2002], but outside the
scope of this study.
[6] Before about day 87, the 2 – 6 MeV slot region was
between L  1.7– 2.7. After day 87, the inner extent of the
outer belt moved inward, indicating outer belt electrons
beginning to occupy the slot region. If the slot region exists
because of pitch-angle scattering inside the plasmasphere,
partial penetration of the slot region by persistent outer belt
electrons must be related to a corresponding inward motion
of the plasmapause during the disturbances.

3. Plasmapause Location: IMAGE EUV
[7] The extreme ultraviolet (EUV) imager onboard the
Imager for Magnetopause to Aurora Global Exploration
(IMAGE) satellite routinely obtains global images of the
plasmasphere, with nominal spatial (temporal) resolution
of 0.1 RE (10 min) [Sandel et al., 2001], and nominal
lower sensitivity threshold equivalent to 4 – 8 He+ cm3
[Goldstein et al., 2003]. Analysis of an EUV image typically
involves extraction of the equatorial plasmapause L value
vs. magnetic local time (MLT), with an uncertainty (for
well-defined plasmapause density gradients) of 0.25 RE
or less [Goldstein et al., 2003]. Examples of extracted
plasmapauses are found in Figure 2.
[8] We chose for analysis the 2-month period 30 March –
30 May (days 89– 150) 2001, during which IMAGE was in
a polar orbit with apogee (8.2 RE) over the north geomagnetic pole. The orbital plane migrated from noon-midnight
MLT on day 89 to just east of dawn-dusk on day 150. From
this period, we analyzed 1608 EUV plasmasphere images,
and extracted 93,698 plasmapause L values, mostly from the
night side (where the outermost density gradient tended to
be steep, especially during times of high geomagnetic
activity).

Figure 2. IMAGE EUV plasmapause data for two events
from Figure 1. (a and e) Event summary plot showing
minimum and mean plasmapause L (red and blue dots,
respectively), per EUV image, vs. day of year. Peak Dst
disturbance per event given by numbered gray line. In
each summary plot, green lines indicate selected times for
3 single-image plots. Red (blue) horizontal lines: minimum
(average) plasmapause per event. (b, c, d and f, g, h)
Plasmapause L from selected single images, plotted in
SM-coordinate magnetic equatorial plane. Sun to the right,
Earth in center, gray circles at L = 3, 4, 5, 6. Day of year
and UT indicated to the left of each plot.
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Figure 3. (a) EUV plasmapause Lp for 1608 images. Red
(blue): minimum (mean) value per image. Because of the
large number (1608) of data points, dots appear smeared
together into line segments. (b) Red (Lmin) and blue (Lavg)
dots respectively give 3.5-day running (boxcar) average of
minimum and mean per-image plasmapause Lp. Blue line
(LMAX): L of peak SAMPEX flux. Lines LN are where
SAMPEX log flux drops by N. On average in this plot,
L3 = Lmin  0.7 (c) SAMPEX log flux in slot (L = 2.5).
Dotted lines are exponential fits indicating loss time scales
for events 1 and 2.
plasmasphere was severely eroded (see Figures 2c and 2g),
with a minimum per-event plasmapause (red line) well
below L = 2. A day or so after the peak disturbance the
plasmapause had recovered its original size and shape,
presumably via refilling. From examination of all the
EUV data, this cycle of erosion and recovery was repeated
for each disturbance time shown in Figure 1b, although
Events 1 and 2 depict the most severe plasmaspheric
erosions from the selected 2-month period.
[11] Other than a very small, narrow duskside plume of
sunward convecting cold plasma (e.g., L  2 –4, 1500 MLT
in Figure 2g), following the extreme erosions the plasmapause was relatively round (symmetric in MLT); the
minimum plasmapause was approximately the average
plasmapause. In contrast, during the actual erosions (which
preceded the post-erosion snapshots of Figures 2c and 2g,
but were not witnessed by EUV) the plasmapause was
most probably quite asymmetric in MLT. This statement is
based on extensive evidence (from both models and
observations) that during the actual erosion the dayside
plasmasphere is pulled sunward to form a broad dayside
drainage plume [Grebowsky, 1970; Goldstein and Sandel,
2005].
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occurred during the four secondary disturbances (see
dotted lines in Figure 1b).
[13] Figure 3b compares data from SAMPEX (four solid
curves) and EUV (dots) versus DOY 2001. We quantify the
inner extent Lrb of the outer belt with L values of fractions of
the peak flux. The blue line LMAX is the location of the peak
SAMPEX flux (fMAX), and the red, green, and black lines
LN show where the flux is 10N fMAX. If the slot region
truly results from pitch-angle scattering by plasmaspheric
hiss, then there should be a general correspondence between
the inner extent of the outer belt and the plasmapause
location. This correspondence should occur on a time scale
set by the hiss-related loss rate. Accordingly, the red and
blue dots in Figure 3b are (respectively) a 3.5-day running
(boxcar) average of the minimum (Lmin) and average (Lavg)
per-image plasmapause Lp. By visual inspection, good
agreement is found between LMAX and Lavg (blue line and
dots), and between L1 and Lmin (red line and dots). If pitchangle scattering is setting the inner extent of the outer belt,
an important factor is the fraction of a drift orbit during
which electrons at a given L-value encounter waves.
Thus, the outer belt flux drops rapidly (by a factor of
10 at Lmin and by a factor of 1000 at L3 = Lmin  0.7;
see caption, Figure 3b) with decreasing L inside the
average plasmapause.
[ 14 ] To further quantify this agreement, Figure 4a
presents LMAX vs Lavg (blue dots) and L1 vs Lmin (red
dots), using the data from Figure 3b. The gray diagonal
indicates perfect agreement. The standard deviation (DL) of
the difference jLrb  Lpj (using either red or blue dots) is
0.1 L, as shown by the solid green diagonals. The average
difference is 0.3 L (dotted green diagonals). In other
words, the disagreement between the outer belt and the
plasmapause is comparable to the nominal EUV pixel size.
[15] The choice of 3.5 days for the width of the EUV
boxcar window was made as follows. Values of the standard

4. Plasmapause–Outer Belt Relationship
[12] Figure 3a contains minimum and average (red and
blue, respectively) per-image plasmapause Lp values
extracted from 1608 EUV images during 30 March –
30 May 2001, in the same format as Figures 2a and 2e. The
signature of plasmaspheric erosion (and subsequent recovery) is a steep drop in the minimum (or average) plasmapause L, followed by a steep rise. For example, four
plasmaspheric erosions happened in phase with the four
main disturbance events (labeled ‘1’ through ‘4’) during
30 March – 30 May. Erosions (some extremely mild) also

Figure 4. (a) Empirical relationship between outer
radiation belt (Lrb) and plasmapause (Lp) using data from
Figure 3b. Blue dots: LMAX vs. Lavg. Red dots: L1 vs.
Lmin. Gray diagonal: perfect agreement. Solid green:
standard deviation DL of jLrb  Lpj. Dotted green: average
of jLrb  Lpj. (b) Empirical determination of electron loss
time scale: standard deviation DL vs. width of EUV
boxcar average (in days). Curve levels off to 0.12 L for
width >3.5 days.
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deviation DL were computed for 50 boxcar widths between
1 and 10 days; these are plotted in Figure 4b. For short time
scales (1– 3 days), the DL curve decreases from 0.3 to 0.1,
but at 3.5 days the curve levels off to a nearly constant value
0.12. From this plot, the average time scale necessary for
the plasmasphere to contribute to the outer belt loss rate was
greater than 3.5 days for the 2-month period studied.
Following Baker et al. [2004], the loss time scale in the
slot can also be estimated directly from SAMPEX data for
Events 1 and 2. Figure 3c shows log10 electron flux at L =
2.5; the dotted lines are exponential fits giving loss time
scales of 2.5 days (Event 1) and 2 days (Event 2), comparable to the 4.5 day time scale obtained by Baker et al.
[2004]. Our event-specific loss times (2 – 2.5 days) are
slightly shorter than the average loss rate inferred for the
entire 2-month period, which might mean that losses are
more severe during the first two events than the rest of the
2-month period, or might reflect uncertainty in the loss time
estimates.
[16] Hiss-induced pitch-angle scattering may not have
been the only plasmaspheric loss term during March – May
2001. A theoretical calculation by Lyons et al. [1972]
estimated a 10 day lifetime for 2 MeV slot electrons subject
to plasmaspheric whistler mode scattering alone. Plasmaspheric hiss wave amplitudes are activity dependent, reaching 30– 100 pT for large (AE > 100) substorms [Meredith et
al., 2004]; for this hiss amplitude range Albert [2003]
calculated electron lifetimes of 3.5 –30 days. However, if
EMIC wave scattering is included, the lifetimes are reduced
to 0.8 – 4.3 days [Albert, 2003]. Growth of EMIC waves is
favored where ring current ions overlap the plasmapause;
thus, the plasmaspheric influence on the outer belt electrons
may generally be a combination of both hiss (inside the
plasmasphere) and EMIC wave scattering (near the plasmapause). Thus, based on available information, the 2 – 3.5 day
loss times found for our 2-month study would require either
very high amplitude hiss (not impossible for the large
storms), or an EMIC wave contribution to the loss rate.
[17] The agreement shown in Figure 4 implies that a
severe plasmaspheric erosion (such that the plasmapause
lies inside the nominal slot region) should provide the
opportunity for electrons to occupy the slot region that
normally would be devoid of electrons. Given sufficient
means of energization, severe erosions will be followed by
penetration of the portion of the slot region unoccupied by
plasmaspheric plasma.

5. Conclusion
[18 ] Using data from SAMPEX and IMAGE EUV
obtained during the 2-month period 30 March – 30 May
2001, we found a close correlation between the locations of
the inner extent of the outer electron radiation belt and the
3.5-day-averaged plasmapause, with a standard deviation of
0.1 L. Energization processes apparently become ineffective
in the presence of hiss inside the plasmasphere and EMIC
waves at the plasmapause. Plasmasphere erosion provides
the opportunity (but not the certainty) for energized electrons to persist as trapped radiation belt particles; remove
the plasmasphere, and the wave-related loss is removed.
Thus we conclude that extreme plasmaspheric erosion
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(plasmapause moved inside L  2) is a necessary, but not
sufficient, condition for partial penetration of the slot region
by the outer belt electrons. The average time scale for waverelated losses to control the size of the slot region is at least
3.5 days.
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